The equations for the conservation of momentum and mass were solved numerically for the region downstream from the exit of an a x i a l jet into a confined annular stream of the same fluid.
The results reported herein are part of a continuing research program on the application of finitedifference techniques for the solution of the partial differential equations, boundary conditions, and initial conditions representing transport processes. Hellums and Churchill ( I , 2) and Wilkes and Churchill (3) developed solutions for stable, transient natural convection in a confined fluid. Samuels and Churchill ( 4 ) extended this technique to investigate the dynamic stability of a confined fluid heated from below.
In this investigation solutions are developed for momentum transfer, component transfer, and chemical conversion in a region of confined jet mixing. One stream in fully developed laminar flow enters this mixing region from the exit of a central pipe; a second miscible stream, also in fully developed laminar flow, enters from the annulus formed by an outer concentric pipe as illustrated in Figure 1. In the most general case Changes in temperature and composition would influence the fluid mechanics in the mixing region through changes in physical properties. However, in this investigation uniform temperature and uniform fluid properties are postulated corresponding to a reaction between tracer quantities of solute in two streams of common solvent. For this limiting condition the equations for the conservation of mass and momentum are uncoupled from those for the conservation of components and can be solved separately. The equations for the conservation of components can then be solved in turn.
A wake is formed at the intersection of the two streams owing to the drag of the inner and outer walls of the central pipe. This wake i s eventually dissipated by momentum transfer, and the velocity profile for fully developed laminar flow in the outer pipe i s finally attained. Because of the wake, the behavior in the mixing region may be dynamically unstable, that is, more than one flow pattern may be attained for the same dimensions, flow rates, and fluid properties, even though steady laminar flow exists at the inlet and outlet of the region, The analytical portion of this investigation postulates the existence of steady, twodimensional (laminar) flow. Experiments were carried out to define the conditions under which this postulate is valid.
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The assumption of steady, two-dimensional flow limits mixing in the Lagrangian sense to molecular diffusion, although mixing in the Eulerian sense also occurs by radial flow.
The rate of conversion in the inlet region of any reactor with more than one feed stream depends on the rate of mixing as well as on the reaction rate constant. The results of this investigation can be used to compare the efficiency of a confined jet reactor with that of a hypothetical reactor with complete and instant mixing.
Examples of the applicability of a confined jet reactor are (1) the introduction of a corrosive reactant through the central tube, thus minimizing contact with the outer wall, and (2) laminar diffusion flames in tubes, thus avoiding flashback and a flame-holder. reference 5.
Further details concerning this investigation are given in
PRIOR WORK
A model for turbulent confined jet mixing has been proposed by Curtet (6) have fully developed laminar flow profiles, that is, the model does not account for the distortion of the velocity profiles of the streams entering the mixing region by u p stream diffusion of vorticity. The calculations were accordingly limited to Reynolds numbers greater than 100 since the distortion may be significant for lower flow rates (8, 9) . The model does account for axial diffusion of vorticity in the mixing region where it may be significant. The boundary conditions are thus au, acA acB
This formulation implies that the inner tube wall has a Equations (11, (2), and (3) may be reexpressed in terms of negligible thickness.
the stream function I and the radial vorticity < a s follows:
Equations (7) to (9) will be referred to a s the vorticity, 
FINITE-DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION Flow Field
The partial differential equations can be approximated by finite-difference equations as follows. The confined jet mixing region i s first subdivided by grid lines as indicated in Figure 2 . The values of the dependent variables at each grid point (intersection of grid lines) are next approximated by series expansions in terms of the values of the dependent variables at the surrounding grid points. The derivatives are then replaced by values of the variables using the series expansions. This procedure yields an algebraic equation for each differential equation at each grid point. Alternatively these same algebraic equations can be derived directly by expressing the conservation of momentum, mass, etc., in the subregion around each grid point in terms of the values of the dependent variables at that grid point and at the surrounding grid positions, using a linear model for the several rate processes. The resulting set of algebraic equations must then be solved exactly or approximately.
the method of solution of the resulting equations are all arbitrary. The selection of a successful and efficient representation and method of solution usually requires both ingenuity and trial and error. Finally, the independence of the solution from these arbitrary choices must be demonstrated by changing the grid size and by comparing the numerical results with experimental data or with an analytical solution.
have been solved successfully with modified relaxation methods (7 to 9). However numerical instability was encountered herein when these techniques were tried for the more complex boundary conditions corresponding to confined jet mixing.
The implicit, alternating-direction method can be shown to be unconditionally stable for the solution of linear, parabolic, partial differential equations. It was decided to try this method for the solution of the nonlinear equations in the hope that the nonlinearities would be insufficient in magnitude to generate numerical instability. First, Equation (7) was converted to a parabolic equation by adding a transient term:
The sudivision, the finite-difference representation, and Equations (7) and ( 8 ) Inspection of Equations ( l ) , ( 2 ) , (3) , and (6) or (7) through (10) indicates that the velocity field is a function of only three parameters, N R~ b , N R~, , and A.
solution. When it is justifiable to assume DAS = D s s , these equations can be rearranged as follows:
Equations (4) and ( 5 ) are coupled and require iterative with the following boundary conditions ag a y 1 a g a y az a~= R a~ az2
Initial conditions were chosen by assuming the velocity profile to be that for fully developed laminar flow throughout the mixing region. At T = 0 + the confined jet inlet condition was imposed. Although the resulting transient flow field does not have any practical significance, this technique produced a successful steady state solution.
With the implicit, alternatingdirection method, the time step AT i s split into two half-time steps. During the first half-step the vorticities are calculated implicitly in the R direction using explicit, finitedifference approximations for the Z derivatives; during the second half-step the vorticities are calculated implicitly in the Z direction using explicit, finite-difference approximations for the R derivatives. The corresponding equations are The U z and U r fields and LW were calculated using centxal-difference approximations and a two-point finitedifference approximation, respectively. Numerical instability was encountered when higher order approximations were used to calculate 5 , . 
Chemical Reaction and Component Transfer
Parabolic equations (11) and (12) with boundary conditions (13) were solved using the Crank-Nicolson finitedifference technique and the previously calculated values for the steady state velocity field. Equation (11) was solved first and then (12).
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
The conditions chosen for illustrative calculations of confined jet mixing are summarized in Table 1 . Laminar flow throughout the mixing region was observed experimentally for these conditions. The conditions of runs 1 and 3 correspond to the experiments of Wood (12). Calcula- tions were also carried out for the development of a parabolic velocity profile from a uniform velocity profile in a tube at N R~ = 250.
Calculations were carried out for the conditions of run 3 for a series of grid spacings with a fixed ratio AZ/AR = 20 to establish convergence. The results are illustrated in 
NUMERICAL RESULTS

Flow Field
The numerical results obtained by solution of the vorticity, stream function, and velocity equations are illustrated in Figures 4 t o 6 . The vorticity profiles demonstrate the gradual elimination of opposing rotational forces in the wake. Axial velocity profiles illustrate the development of flow in the wake, and the streamline patterns most clearly demonstrate the flow of material into the wake. The common interaction of the velocity curves at R 0.53 for run 1 is presumably fortuitous and does not occur for the other runs. For the cases studied, the wake was essentially eliminated in the first five confining tube diameters. Radial flows from the jet and the annular stream poured fluid into the wake, which generally remained approximately centered at the jet tube radius. The streamline patterns show only slight spreading and contracting of the jet. These results were in good agreement with the dye tracer experiments described subsequently. However the small sinusoidal oscillations observed in the experiments did not show up in the numerical results, possibly because the model was two-dimensional.
profile from a uniform profile in a pipe are presented in 
Component Transfer and Reaction
Calculations were carried out for the gas phase reaction The reaction rate in the confined jet entrance region is illustrated in Figure 10 . The differential rates of conversion are plotted for the confined jet entrance region and for a plug-flow reactor with premixed feed and zero backmixing. The accumulative conversions for these two conditions are plotted in Figure 11 . These plots provide a n indication of the efficiency of the jet mixing. 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The objective of the experimental work was to determine the conditions under which the laminar confined jet mixing occurred in liquids, and thereby established the range of applicability of the laminar model used for the theoretical calculations. Laminar confined jet mixing in gases has been experimentally described by Wood (12). The apparatus illustrated in Figure 12 was used for the experiments herein. An aqueous jet stream marked with tracer quantities of dye was used for flow visualization.
Apparatus
Two %-gal. drums positioned one floor above the confined jet tubes provided smooth flow under a gravitational head. Calibrated rotometers were used to measure flow rates of the jet and annular streams. The apparatus was positioned horizontally for visual observations but for the measurements was inclined a t a 3. 5-deg. angle to facilitate the removal of residual air bubbles. The system was isolated from background vibrations with flexible, shockabsorbing media. Rubber hoses were used to connect the jet tube and annulus inlets to external lines, as well a s for drain lines. 
Experimental Results
At sufficiently low Reynolds numbers the flow remained laminar throughout the 4 f t . mixing region. A cylinder of dye was observed to exit from the jet entrance with slight contraction or expansion. Slight wavering occurred a t the cylindrical surface in what a p peared to be low-amplitude, sinusoidal oscillations. At higher Reynolds numbers, laminar flow was maintained for some distance downstream followed by a sudden breakup into turbulent eddies, which then dampened out a short distance further downstream. The transition distance for turbulent breakdown was a function of N R~~, NR~,. and the background vibration level. At high N R~~ and N R~, turbulent eddies appeared directly behind the jet entrance.
indicate approximate conditions under which the various flow regimes were observed. Curves are not presented for transition lengths since these lengths were sensitive to background vibration in the laboratory even after precautions were taken to isolate the system. J e t and annular Reynolds numbers below those in Table 2 were not investigated because meandering (unsteady. slowly wavering) flow was encountered. Mean velocities were in the order of 0.05 ft./sec. for the experiments in Table 1 .
The cylindrical structure of the jet, a s indicated by the dye. was maintained in the laminar mixing region for liquids above the meandering regime, with hardly any expansion or contraction owing to low net radial flow and low diffusion rates.
The experimental results summarized in Table 2 for A = 0.5 conversion in a region of confined jet mixing. The implicit, altenating-direction method was adapted to solve the nonlinear equations for the conservation of momentum with the severe boundary conditions corresponding to the confined jet entrance. The equations were converted from parabolic to elliptic form by adding unsteady state terms, although the initial conditions and transient behavior had no physical significance.
Illustrative calculations were carried out for jet mixing, jet mixing with component transfer between the streams, and jet mixing with chemical conversion and component transfer. Instability was encountered in the calculations for jet-to-annular velocity ratios greater than 4.0, but it is presumed that stable calculations could be attained at ratios as high as 10 Experimental observations indicate that a stable, laminar regime, such as that calculated herein, exists for sufficiently low Reynolds numbers. At higher Reynolds numbers turbulent breakup occurs some distance downstream from the jet entrance. At still higher Reynolds numbers the breakup occurs at the jet entrance. It was not possible to define these regimes precisely owing to a critical dependence on minor perturbations such as the level of vibration in the 1 a boratory . 
